Marking Rubric: PHTN1300 Test #3 (2017F)

1. Unity Eqn (4 marks): 2 for r22, 1 for two-times gain & attenuation , 1
for two times KTP attenuation (all per round trip)
Re-Absorption Loss (5 marks): 1 for energy conversion, 2 for N0
calculations (incl units of density), 1 for units of cross-section
(1.8E-22 m2), and 1 for the correct answer
Algebraic solution for gth (2 marks)
Numerical solution (3 marks): 1 for conversion of KTP attenuation
units to m-1, 1 for adding re-absorption loss, 1 for answer
-1 for all misc. errors such as mathematical errors
This is almost identical to the example in the MX2 preview except with
the addition of a third mirror (hence the r22 term).
KTP attenuation=1m-1, Energy level = 0.2437eV, γth = 1.974
Ver A: gth optical=18.01, Ver B: gth optical = 13.01
2. Adding Transmission of the window, squared (or to the fourth if per
surface directly) (2 marks)
Setting gth=g0 for a loss solution (1 mark)
Adding thermal losses to the gth equation (1 mark)
Numerical solution (3 marks): includes R=1-T for minimum reflection
instead of transmission, and per surface / per pass loss
This is a basic “calculate the minimum transmission” problem and does
not require Snell/Fresnel application at all!

3. Psat Calcs (3 marks): 2 marks for basic Isat calc including
substitutions and units, 1 mark for area to convert to psat
Pout calcs (2 marks): 1 for use of g0, 1 for gth usage
Psat=0.8152W,
Ver A: P @ 1064nm = 0.1582W, Ver B: P @ 1064nm = 0.2723W

4. Calculating the power of the 532nm input beam (2 marks): 1 for the
8%, 1 for 95% transmission of the OC
Calculating Rp (3 marks): a mark for Snell’s, 2 marks for Fresnel
Calculating overall output (1 mark)
This is a straightforward application of the Fresnel equation to
calculate reflection at any arbitrary angle (like that employed many
times in lab #4).
Ver A: Theta-R = 26.77 degrees, Rp=0.01177
5. Using the formula given on the formula sheet: 1 mark for use of
808nm, 1 mark for substitutions and units, 1 mark for volume, and 1
for the correct answer.
See lab #5 for the same application of the formula (with almost
identical numbers, nonetheless)

Ver A: 19.3mW, Ver B: 16.06mW
6. 1 mark for Using the given slope, 1 mark for adding threshold, 1
mark for the correct answer
Ver A: I=83.3mA +Ith (Also given) = 143.3mA

